INTRODUCTION
In [ 171 the authors showed that any harmonic map from a compact Riemann surface MP of genus p to the sphere M, is holomorphic, provided its degree is greater than or equal to p. This gave the first indications of a possible classification theorem for certain harmonic maps in terms of holomorphic maps; it also showed that there exists no harmonic map of degree one from the torus M, to the sphere M,, whatever Riemannian metrics they may be given.
It was clear from the outset that our methods (especially, an analysis of holomorphic quadratic differentials on MP) required that the domain be two dimensional. On the other hand, it was less obvious whether our theorem required the range to be two dimensional.
In the present paper we shall replace the sphere M, = CP' by the complex projective n-space CIP" with its Fubini-study metric; and show in particular if n > 2:
(1) There exist nonholomorphic harmonic maps from M, to CIP" of all degrees greater than p (Theorem 8.10).
The source of these results is the Classification Theorem 6.9, which can be described roughly as follows: Let M be a Riemann surface, not necessarily compact. A fill map of M into CP" is one whose image lies in no proper projective subspace. (Complex) isotropy of such a map is an orthogonality relation between its (1,0) and (0, 1) covariant differentials. Then we have THEOREM 6.9. There is a bijective correspondence between fill isotropic harmonic maps $:A4 + CP" and pairs (f, r), where f: A4 + CiP" is a fill holomorphic map and r is an integer (0 < r < n).
If M is compact, the degree of 4 is given in terms of the degree off and its associated curves. We also give estimates for the Morse index of 4.
Recall that a weakly conformal map of a Riemann surface is harmonic if and only if it is a rni-nimal branched immersion. An isotropic map is always weakly conformal, so Theorem 6.9 classtj?es isotropic minimal branched immersions of M in CIP".
The isotropy condition is satisfied for an arbitrary harmonic map $:M,+CP" if (i) p=O [ll, 12, 201 , (ii) p = 1 and 1 degree 4 I# 0, or (iii) n = 2, Idegree $I> 2p -1 and Q is a minimal branched immersion.
Theorem 6.9 gives a complete classification of harmonic maps in these cases. On the other hand, examples (Section 7E) show that the isotropy condition is not satisfied for all harmonic maps MP -+ CIP" of degree <p. By viewing the real projective n-space IRIP" as the real points of CP", we obtain the following result due to Calabi [S, 61: COROLLARY 6.11. There is a bijective correspondence between full isotropic harmonic maps i14, + R P '* and full totally isotropic holomorphic maps M, -+ CP2'.
There are no full isotropic harmonic maps IV,, + IRIP" if n is odd. Calabi's theorem was taken up by Chern [9, lo] and Barbosa [2] ; in particular, Barbosa proved a rigidity theorem, and gave examples of branched minimal immersions 4: M, + S2' with energy E(4) = 4nk for every k > r(r + 1)/2. Borchers and Garber [3] have recently rediscovered Calabi's theorem, and have presented a very detailed exposition. Calabi's theorem revives interest in the memoir of Borfivka [4]-especially concerning the maps M, + S2' by harmonic homogeneous polynomials.
The case p = 0 of Theorem 6.9 was discussed-without full mathematical rigour-by Din and Zakrzewski [ 11, 121 ; more precision and clarity (from our viewpoint) was added by Glaser and Stora f20j. That case was also found by D. Burns [62] .
Our results (announced in [ 191, with proofs sketched) have grown from an attempt to understand [ 11, 12, 201 . In that effort we have been patiently guided by R. Stora-who has shed much light and joy. We are also much indebted to M. Ishida for lessons on constructing a certain elliptic curve (Section 8); and to K. Abe, M. Guest, L. Lemaire, M. Murray, M. S. Narasimhan, and J. H. Rawnsley for adjustments and other stimulating conversations.
During the preparation of this paper we enjoyed the hospitality of the International Centre for Theoretical Physics, the Technical University of Denmark, and the University of Bonn. Dr. Wood was supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich "Theoretische Mathematik," Universitlt Bonn.
In Sections 3-6 we give a full proof of the Classification Theorem 6.9. First of all, in Section 3 we present a method (with fairly wide applicability) of constructing harmonic maps $ from holomorphic mapsf: In Section 4 we develop the properties of an important covariant differential, in terms of which we establish (Section 5) the fullness and isotropy of 4. In Section 6 we make the inverse construction, to produce the required bijectivity of Theorem 6.9. In Section 7 we find conditions to ensure that certain harmonic maps are isotropic; and in Section 8 specitic examples are given. Finally, in Section 9 we use the Riemann-Roth theorem in conjunction with the second variation formula for harmonic maps to produce lower bounds on the indices of certain harmonic maps.
PRELIMINARIES A
We let Cn+' = (V = (u',..., u"): yi E C } denote complex (n + 1 )-space equipped with its standard symmetric C-bilinear inner product ( )": (u, w)C = 2 uiwi, i=O and associated Hermitian inner product (u, w) = fy u'd = (u, tiy:, i=O where ti = (WI,..., W") is the conjugate of w E C"+ '. As usual, we write /u ( = dm.
Two subspaces V, W of C"" are orthogonal if (u, w) = 0 for all uE V, WE W; we write VI W.
B
Let E be a complex vector bundle over a complex manifold M. Let Q(E) (resp. 53$(E) denote the space of smooth (= Coo) sections u of E defined on M (resp. on an open subset U of M). TM denotes the tangent bundle of M, and PM= TM@ Cc its complexification.
A Hermitian connected structure on E consists of (i) a smooth Hermitian inner product ( , ) = ( , )" on the tibres of E, and (ii) a smooth connection DrP) for all o,p E Q(E), c E Q(TcM). This identity is often used to "shift" the covariant derivative from one factor to another. The bundle E so endowed will be called a Hermitian If E is a holomorphic vector bundle, we say that a (smooth) connection on E is compatible with the holomorphic structure if the (0, 1)-part of D coincides with the &operator of E; thus u E g"(E) is holomorphic iff D,u = 0 for all c E T"M. There is a unique such metric connection on any holomorphic vector bundle E with Hermitian metric-called the Hermitian connection of E. The Hermitian connection on a trivial bundle g" = M x CN is denoted by a,; that notation is appropriate, in view of the canonical identification of the fibres of @" with CN.
A complex subbundle F of a Hermitian connected bundle E inherits a Hermitian inner product and Hermitian connection where [E V&PM);
here the first map is induced by the inclusion F c E, and the third map is induced from orthogonal projection. More generally, if 4: M + N is a smooth map and E + N is Hermitian connected, then there is a canonically defined Hermitian connected structure on the pull-back 4-'E+M.
Note that the holomorphic tangent bundle T'M of a Hermitian manifold M has a canonically defined Hermitian connected structure. an d smooth subbundles of rank t of cn+' over M given by setting the fibre of the subbundle at x E M equal to a(x). We shall often use the same letter to denote the subbundle. It is easy to see that the subbundle is a' (resp. a"-) closed iff u is antiholomorphic (resp. holomorphic).
D. Harmonic Maps [ 14, 16, 571 A smooth (= Coo) map 4: Md N between smooth Riemannian manifolds is harmonic if it is a critical point for the Dirichlet (ii) a f holomorphic map between Kahler mantfolds is a harmonic map of minimum energy in its homotopy class.
(iii) 4 is harmonic IY qi is a critical point of E' iff 4 is a critical point of E".
E. Harmonic Maps from a Riemann Surface
A smooth map 4: M-P N from a Riemannian 2-manifold M has energy depending only on the conformal class of the metric of M. Thus we can speak of harmonic maps whose domain is a Riemann surface.
In a chart (U, z) of M the partial differentials a@, c!$ discussed above are represented by ~3'4 = @(a/az) and 8'4 = &(cY/Z) E 5FU(@-' T'N). A smooth map 4: M-+ N is harmonic if and only if, on each chart U where D is the connection on #-'TIN.
A smooth map 4: M + N is said to be weakly conformal if there exists a smooth function Iz: M --t [0, co) such that I44x)(W= +I 1x1 f or all X E T,M. By definition, a branched minimal immersion is a weakly conformal harmonic map. Such a map is a branched immersion in the sense of [24, 25] . For a weakly conformal map 4: M-+ N the area A(#) of the map is equal to the energy E(O).
F. Riemannian Submersions
A Riemannian submersion [43] is a smooth map n: Y + N of Riemannian manifolds such that for all y E Y, the differential &c(y): T, Y -+ Tztyj N maps the subspace TfY of tangent vectors orthogonal to the libre n-'{n(y)} isometrically onto TnCyj N. The space TYY is called the horizontal subspace at y, and the space of tangent vectors along the libres (= Ker &r(y)) is called the vertical subspace.
The Fubini-Study metric on complex projective n-space Cip" is characterized by the fact that the Hopf map rt: SZn+' + CIP" (obtained by restricting the standard projection 7~: Cnt-'\O -+ Cpn) is a Riemannian submersion; the value of the constant holomorphic sectional curvature on CIP" is then c = 4. (Wherever the value of c matters (in fact only in Proposition 7.1) we shall leave it as c.) Real projective n-space IRIP" may be considered as the subset of real points of CIP"; its induced metric has constant Riemannian sectional curvature 1. We let G,(C"+') (0 < t < n + 1) denote the Grassmannian of r-planes (= r-dimensional complex subspaces) equipped with its standard metric [32]; we have an antiholomorphic isometry 
G. Tangent Space to a Grassmannian
It is well known that for any V E G,(C"+ '), the holomorphic tangent space ThG,(C"+') may be identified with V* @ V' = 9(V, I") via a complex linear isometry h: TLG,(C"+') + y(V, V"). For our purposes we may describe h as follows: Let w E T/GI(C"' ') and let v E V. If v = 0, set h(w)(v) = 0. Otherwise, let 4: U-1 G,(C"+') be a smooth map from a neighbourhood U of a point x of C with 4(x) = V and 84(x) = w. Extend v to a smooth map v: U-+C"'l\O such that v(x) E 4(x) Vx E CT. Then h(w)(v) = projection of a/v(x) onto VI.
In the case of complex projective space CiP" = G,(C"+') we shall need additional information: Let A: L = (C"f'\O) xc* Cc--t CiP" be the holomorphic line bundle associated to the principal @*-bundle K: ,"+I\0 --t CP" defining (CP": the fibre L, over any y E @lP" can be identified with the linear subspace of C"+' determined by y; thus L is identified as a holomorphic subbundle of the trivial bundle c'+' over @P". Let Iz-': L'-+ CIP" be that subbundle of @'+I whose tibre at y is the orthogonal complement of L, in UZn+ '. Note that L' is not a holomorphic subbundle of @ "' '; instead we give it a holomorphic structure via the isomorphism:
We endow both bundles L and L' with the Hermitian metrics and metric connections induced from c'+r; it is easy to see that L and L ' are Hermitian holomorphic bundles. We give L * @ L ' the tensor Hermitian holomorphic structure. Define h: T'CIP" --f L * @L' on each fibre as above.
Then h is a connection preserving biholomorphic isometric isomorphism of these Hermitian holomorphic bundles. To see that h is holomorphic, note that we may choose 4 holomorphic and w and u as holomorphic sections of T'CIP" and L. From its formula, it is easy to check that h(w)(v) is a holomorphic section of V'. That h is connection preserving now follows from the uniqueness of the Hermitian connection.
H. Local Lvts
Let f: M j (CIP" be a smooth map from a Riemann surface to complex projective n-space. We say f is full if its image lies in no proper projective subspace of CP. By a @It off on an open set U of M (or simply a local It&t) we mean a smooth map f,: lJ+ C"+ '\O such that II o fU = f on U, where rl: cn+l\o 4 CIP" is the standard projection; if f is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic), then it has holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) lifts over small enough open sets.
Throughout this paper: Whenever M is used without comment, it denotes a Riemann surface (without boundary), not necessarily compact. Whenever fU, g,, dU are used, they denote a lift off, g, 4 over an open set U c M.
MANUFACTURING HARMONIC MAPS FROM HOLOMORPHIC MAPS
A. Associated Curves of a Holomorphic Map Let f: M-, CIP" be a holomorphic map. We describe the construction of associated curves off for later comparison with the harmonic case. See also [61] . For 0 <a < co, the ath order (augmented) osculating space g,(x) = g,(f)(x) off at x E M is defined by g,(x) = spar~{~'~~(x): 0 < y < a}, where f, is any lift off over an open set containing x; this is clearly independent of lift and chart. As x varies, the osculating spaces may vary in dimension; but note LEMMA 3.1. Zf f is full, then at some x E M, dim g,,(x) = n + 1.
Proof. Suppose not. Then for all x on some nonempty open set U, one of the a'YfU(x) would be linearly dependent on {Pa&,(x): 0 < a < y} (whatever local lift f, is chosen). By differentiation, all higher derivatives would be linearly dependent on these derivatives, so that all jets off, would be in a proper subspace of Cn+', and hence by real analyticity, f would lie in the same subspace contradicting fullness. 1 Remark 3.2. The converse to Lemma 3.1 is trivially true for any smooth map. Now set A = (x E M: dim e',(x) < n + 1).
For any integer a (0 < a < n) define f,: M\p -+ G,, ,(C"+') by Note that w is holomorphic and for x 4 A, f,(x) = (a + 1)-plane defined by W(X). If x E A, we can write w(x') = (2(x') -z(x))~ W(x) for all x' in some open neighbourhood U' of x, where p is a positive integer and W: U' -+ A a+ 1cn-t 1 is holomorphic and nowhere zero. Since W(x') is decomposable for all x' # x, it remains decomposable for x' = x, and we can define f,(x) as the (a + 1)-dimensional subspace defined by W(x).
From the formula for w we see that this is independent of choice of chart U and local lift f,. Uniqueness of the extension is clear since m is dense inM. 1 where Vdn is the second fundamental form of the map 71 and (ei) is an orthonormal basis for the tangent-space T,M. By hypothesis, each vector dy(e,) is horizontal and by [43] we see that Vdn(e', e') = 0 for any horizontal tangent vector e' E TY. It follows that r(4) = 0. 1 Now let r, s be nonnegative integers (0 < r + s < n), and define &,, = {(K w> E G,(C"+') x G,(C"+'): VI w}. ' We give &,, the submanifold metric induced from G,(C"+') x Gs(Cnt '). This is not the same as the standard homogeneous space metric, however the map n is a Riemannian submersion for either of these metrics. for all a, /I > 0, a + j? = n.
(ii) Conversely, if g: M+ GIP" is a smooth map satisfying (3.2) and (3.3) for some a, /3 > 0, a + p = n, then f and g are full and g is the polar 0f.c
By analogy with (3.8) below we call (3.2) the isotropy relations between f and g. The proof of (ii) follows similar reasoning.
Remark 3.8.
(i) This proof shows that if g is the polar off, the sets of points x, where dim span{Z"f,(x)} < n + 1 and dim span(P"g,(x)} < n + 1 are the same; namely, the set A of (3.1).
(ii) For full maps S, g: M+ CP", Eq. (3.2) is equivalent to g, =fk 1 -a * Now let f: M--t CIP' be a full holomorphic map and let r be an integer (0 < r < n). Let g be the polar off, and set s = n -r. Then we may define a map v: ~4 -, &,, by v(x) = (f,-,(x), g,-1(x)). LEMMA 3.9. The map w is horizontal with respect to x:q,,+ CIP".
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Y: M --+@ q,, 4 G,(C"+ ') x G,(C"+') is horizontal with respect to n: U+ CIP~, where U = ((I-', IV) E G,(C""') x G&C"+'): dim(V+ IV) = n and n(V, IV)= (I'+ IV)'. To do 1 this it suffices to show that 8'~ and 8"~ E T'U are horizontal; we treat 8~.
Set (V, W) = w(x) = (f,-,(x), g,-i(x)); since g is antiholomorphic, a/w(x) = (a/f,-i(x), 0). We may identify the vertical subspace of T[,,,, U with T;G,( V @ IV) c TLG,(C"+ ') E p( V, V') as in Section 2G. Let fU (resp. gU) be a holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) lift off (resp. g) on some neighbourhood of x. Define A c M as in (3.1); suppose that x s? A. Then by Remark 3.8 {c?'~&,(x): 0 < a < r -1) and {a""gU(x): 0 < /3 < s -1 } are linearly independent. The first set of vectors spans V. Since a'~?"-l&(x) = a'y"(x) E V for all i < r, we see from the description in Section 2G of the isomorphism h: rhG,(C"+ ') -% 4p( V, V') that h@'f,_,(x)) E 4"(V, V') has image in the projection of a"f,(x) onto V'. But a/w(x) is horizontal if and only if /@'f,_,(x)) E Y(V, V') is perpendicular to .Y(V, IV); i.e., if and only if the projection of a'&(x) onto V' is perpendicular to W. But this follows from the orthogonality of V and W and the isotropy relations (3.2), since (VBgU(x): 0 < p < s -1) spans W. Horizontality at the isolated points of A follows by continuity. 1 PROPOSITION 3.10. Let f: M+ UX" be a fill holomorphic map from a Riemann surface and r an integer (0 < r < n). Define $: M-1 CIP" by 4(x) =fr-*W~fr@); (3.4) or equivalently (3.5) where g is the polar off and s = n -r. Then 4 is harmonic.
Further properties of 4 are given in Proposition 5.8.
ProoJ The map ( is the composition of the map c defined above and the Riemannian submersion rr: q,, + C[P". Now 4 is harmonic since, as a map into G,(C"")
x G,(@"+ '), its components are f holomorphic, and by Lemma 3.9, it is horizontal with respect to 7~. Hence by Lemma 3.5,@ is harmonic. (ii) We may think of dr; r) -4 as a type of Blcklund transform [44] . It also has many of the features of a Radon transform between symmetric spaces [26] ; and, for n = 2, r = 1, it is a form of Penrose's transform [ I] .
(iii) Note two further equivalent formulae for 4,
C. Calabi's Construction as a Special Case
To construct harmonic maps from a Riemann surface M to a real projective space [RIP", let i: IRIP" G CiP" denote the inclusion map onto the real points of C[P". Then because i is totally geodesic, LEMMA 3.12. A smooth map (a:M+ IRIP" is harmonic iff i 0 4: M-t CIP" is harmonic.
Let f: M+ CIP" be a full holomorphic map. It is easy to see that f is totally isotropic iff the polar off is f7 LEMMA 3.14. If n is odd, there are no full totally isotropic holomorphic mapsfiM+GIP".
Proof. Set n = 2r + 1. Then (3.8) holds for a =/I = r. By a'-differentiation of this inner product we see that (3.8) also holds for a = r + 1, p = r. But that means f,+,(x) 1 f,(x) for all x E M, which is impossible for dimension reasons. 1
We now recover Calabi's construction [2, 5, 6, 9 , lo]. 
Then d is harmonic.
Proof: The form of (3.9) shows that 4 has image in IRIP"; by Proposition 3.10, i o (6: M + ClP" is harmonic; by Lemma 3.12, 4: M -+ IRIP" is therefore harmonic. If f: M-, ClP*' is a totally isotropic map, then the subspaces f,-i(x) (x E M) are totally isotropic, and so we have a map f,-,: M -+ &. The map 4: IV-+ IRP2' given by (3.9) is then the composition 1~ of,-,. It is easily deduced from Lemma 3.9 that f,-, is horizontal with respect to II, confirming that 0 is harmonic.
To construct isotropic harmonic maps $: M+ SZr, we replace the above fibration x by 71: SO(2r + 1)/U(r) = & -+ SO(2r + l)/S0(2r) = S".
Its libre is z-i, as can easily be verified. We can describe rc as follows: For VE < choose an oriented orthonormal base (e,) of IR*'+ ' such that V is spanned by {e, + ie, ,..., e2,-, + ie,,]; then n(V) = e,,, , .
D. Generalizations and Alternative Formulation of the Construction PROPOSITION 3.17. Let f (resp. g): M-P UP" be a full holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) map. Suppose that (f,g) satisfies the partial isotropy relations f, 1 g, for all a +/I < n -t, where t is an integer (t > 1). Set s = n -r. Then the map qk M-P G,(C"") defined by
is harmonic.
For M the Euclidean sphere this interprets an example of [ 13 ] in our framework.
Note that g is not uniquely determined by f when t > 1. Harmonicity is established by regarding 9 as the composition of (frwI, g,-,): M-q-,., and the Riemannian submersion &-,+, + G,(C"+') given by (I', W) 4 (V+ wy.
E
The construction can be generalized to give all harmonic maps from a Riemann surface into a Grassmannian which are isotropic in a certain sense, and some harmonic maps into flag manifolds, see [65 ] for details. Remark 3.18. (i) Professor M. F. Atiyah has called our attention to [22, 46] , where certain holomorphic horizontal (locally liftable) maps play a key role-especially in connection with Griffiths' period mapping.
(ii) Another situation where horizontality plays a role appears in Ishihara [29] : Let i: Sm+p + IRm+pt' be the standard embedding, and suppose that 4: Mm + Smfp is an isometric immersion. We have Obata's Gauss map [42] g,:
Ishihara shows that g, is harmonic iff 4 is minimal. If, more generally, 4 has constant mean curvature, g, lifts to a harmonic map which is horizontal with respect to the Riemannian submersion
We conclude from Lemma 3.5 that the Gauss map of i 0 4,
is harmonic (theorem of Ruh-Vilms). Ishihara generalises these constructions to include immersions in any space form.
A CERTAIN COVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL
In our study of a map 4: M+ UT?" we must consider its derivatives of all orders. Rather than working with the derivatives afa$" of local lifts, it is more convenient to interpret 4 as a global section of a certain bundle and to take its covariant derivatives with respect to a suitable connection. Here are the details: where I is defined in Section 2G and A is the bundle along the fibres.
We give the bundles $-IL, #-IL* and #-'L' the pull-back Hermitian connected structures; H=$-'L*@@"+' and $-'(L*@L')= (-lL* @ #-IL' are endowed with their tensor product Hermitian connected structures. (We do not attempt to pull back the holomorphic structures, but rather use Section 2C to give these bundles holomorphic structures compatible with their connections, so that they become Hermitian holomorphic bundles. That holomorphic structure is not needed until Section 6.) Note that the connection preserving isometry h: T'CP" + L* @L' pulls back to produce a connection preserving isometry (which we denote by the same letter)
The bundle H = #-IL* @ Cnil is used extensively in this paper. The notation D will always mean the connection on H unless otherwise stated. Note (by Section 2B) that the connection on #-'(L* 0 L') is given in terms of that on H as the composition
where i and j are the pull-backs of the maps i and j of (4.1).
The connection D and Hermitian inner product ( , ) on H have the following expressions: In particular, (a, @) = 1.
(ii) For any C E Q(TM), ProoJ (i) This is just the standard formula for the inner product on H induced from those on $-'L and Cn+'.
(ii) The connection on H inherited from those of $-'L and C3"+' is given by CD, V@) = W%J>> -W:-%J)).
Calculating the last connection by regarding #-'L as a subbundle of c"" quickly gives the formula. The harmonic equation (4.5) can also be derived as follows: Let 4, be a smooth l-parameter variation of d = #,, ; and for at E B(d;'L* @ C"+ ') be the universal lift of 4,. With evident can easily be shown [50] that each t let notation it Since D@JdtItEo may assume any value orthogonal to @, we see that d is a critical point of E' iff D"D'@ is in the direction @. Recall (Section 2D) that such a critical point is a harmonic map.
The following lemmata will be useful later: 
Now from Section 2D
(UP, $*P" ) = la#l' -jp-$q*.
Computing these quantities in the chosen Hermitian metric quickly gives the stated formula.
Remark. This result can also be proved by direct calculation, using formula (4.4) for D. 
ISOTROPY AND OTHER PROPERTIES
The main aim of this section is to show that the harmonic maps 4: M+ CIP" constructed via Proposition 3.10 are full harmonic maps satisfying certain complex isotropy conditions reflecting conditions (3.2) between f and its polar. The bijection (Section 2) between smooth subbundles of c"+i and smooth maps M+ G,(C " ') will be used extensively.
A. Osculating Spaces of a Smooth Map
Let 4: M+ 07" be a smooth map, and let @ be its universal lift (Definition 4.1). The lemma is now proved by a simple induction argument. i (ii) 4: M+ ClP" is isotropic iff i o 4: M-t CIPn+k is isotropic. Here i: CIP" -9 CIP"+k is the indicated inclusion map.
(iii) Condition (5.1) is automatic by Proposition 4.5 if a + B = 1. For a = 1 = /? it is easily seen to be the condition that Q be weakly conformal.
(iv) For "(complex) isotropy" one sometimes said "strongly pseudoholomorphic."
For maps into an n-sphere or into real projective n-space Calabi gave the following DEFINITION Then q4 is a ful/ isotropic harmonic map. Furthermore, at each point the map f is orthogonal to the (r -1)th D"-augmented osculating space of $; and f Zies in the rth D"-augmented osculating space of 4 on a dense subset of AI.
Proof
Let g: M-1 GIP" be the polar off, and set s = n -r. We shall use the equivalent formulae (3.6) and (3.7).
(i) Harmonicity of 4. This has already been established in Proposition 3.10, but it is instructive to give an alternative proof using calculations required later. As in Section 2C we associate subbundles of !c '+' to the maps f,-, , f,, g,-, , g,. The first two are a"-closed (i.e., holomorphic), and the last two are Z-closed. We shall frequently use (ii) Isotropy of (4. We have just shown that D"O@@) E g&f,-,) for p = 1. By a"-closure of fr-, this holds for all /I > 1. Similarly, D'"@(p) E g,-, for all cx > 1. Because @p@), fr-,, and g,-, are mutually orthogonal, the isotropy condition (5.1) follows.
(iii) Fullness of 4. It su ices to show that at some point x E M, the space ff wnkW), a'%(x), a"44U(x>: 1 < a < s, 1 <P < rl has dimension n + 1. (5.6)
As in Section 3A, let A c M be the isolated set of points x, where the nth osculating space off at x has dimension <n + 1. We claim that (5.6) holds at every x GA. We first show that if x & A, then (a"4)U(x): 0 <p < r) is a linearly independent set of vectors. Now by construction 4 = f :-1 nf,, so (a'=fu,an~~,)= 0
for all a (O<a<r-1) andp=O. Also @;"fU(x), @#"(-4> + 0
for all x E a, Next, note that by Lemma 6.3, w & 0. Setting a = s we conclude that B' consists of isolated points. Now suppose w E B'. Then since w is holomorphic we can write w(x') = (z(x') -z(x))~ W(x') for all x' on some open neighbourhood U' of x, where p is a positive integer and WE %$(A) is holomorphic and nowhere zero. Since W(x') is decomposable for x' # x, it remains decomposable for x' =x, and we can define d;(x) as the adimensional subspace defined by W(x). From the formula for w we see that this is independent of choice of chart U. Uniqueness of the extension is clear, for M/B' is dense in M. (ii) To define 4; we only require that 4 be a harmonic map of D'-order > y satisfying the isotropy condition (5.1) for a + /.I < y. In particular, if 4 is not antiholomorphic (resp. not holomorphic), we can always define 4; (resp. 4:').
(iii) For 0 </I < r the Pth reduced D"-associated curve of # may be defined similarly, using D" in place of D'. It is convenient to define p-i: M + G,(C"' ') to be the zero map. For 0 (/I < r the /?th augmented D"-associated curve of # is similarly defined.
Remark 6.7. If 0 is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic), then FL (resp. $g) is the ath associated curve of $ as defined in Section 3A. (i) Holomorphicity.
We use the bijective correspondence between maps M+ G,(C" ") and subbundles of @"+ ' of rank t described in Section 2C. By the version of Lemma 5. Indeed, by definition off, these both hold for a = 0; and we may shift a' in the usual way. Now define g: M-P CIP" by formulae analogous to (6.1) and (6.2) g(x) = k ,W n C(x) = (if-,(x1 0 W>>+ (6.8) where s = D/-order of 4 = n -r. Then reasoning similar to that above shows that g is antiholomorphic; and for any local lift gU, a"%" E g?v: > (O<P<s-l), (6.9) wg, E sq&) with (h,(x), a"sg,(x>)) # 0 (6.10)
for all x 6Z B'. Combining (6.3), (6.4), (6.7), and (6.8) we find that (CFf", a"~g,) E 0 for 0 < a < r -1, 0 < /3 < s -1, and hence by shifting a', for all a, /I > 0 with a + /3 < n -2. Also where s = n -r and g is the polar off:
We call (f, r) the directrix of q5.
Proox
Combine Propositions 5.9 and 6.8, noting that the last statement of Proposition 5.9 yields (6.11) when translated into the language of associated curves of 4. 1 (iv) To compute 4, take a local lift f,. Then a local lift of 4 is given by r-l $u(x) = a'%(x) -,g @"fU(Xh CmD wMx)/lw"(x)I*~ Regarding IRIP" as the real points of CIP", we recover Calabi's classification theorem: COROLLARY 6.11. There is a bijective correspondence between full isotropic harmonic maps 4: M -+ IR [P 2r and full totally isotropic holomorphic mapsfzM+W", given by (6.11) and (6.12).
Proof: Any such $ is real, so the ath D'-osculating space is the conjugate of the ath D"-osculating space, so '_ = s = n/2. Comparing (6.8) and (6.1 l), we see that the polar g of f is J; hence by Definition 3.13, f is totally isotropic. Conversely, given f, the map i 0 4: M-, CiP" constructed by Theorem 6.7 is full, isotropic, and harmonic. It follows from Lemma 3.12 and 5.7 that 4: M+ IRIP" is, as well. 1 Remark 6.12. Borchers and Garber [3] gave an iterative scheme for finding all totally isotropic holomorphic maps f: M + @lP 2r. and the antiholomorphic map Z7: iJ+ CIP" with notations as in the proof of Lemma 3.9. Recalling that rt = III: q,S + CIP" is a Riemannian submersion, we see that e"(4) = e'(G) = e'(f,-J + e'(gS-,) = e'(f,-1), because g,-1 is antiholomorphic.
CASES WHERE THE ISOTROPY RELATIONS
Similarly, e'(4) = eN(gs-,I = e'C.0 because g,-, = f b (Remark 3.8(ii)). (iii) For the last line, add Plucker's formulae (7.1) for 1 < a < r. 1
Remark. Iff is totally isotropic, g,-1 ==f,-i . Therefore the energy of the harmonic map (6: M, + RIP"' with directrix f is (Sri/c) degf,-, .
Setting c = 4 (recall in Section 2 that RIP*' c ClP*' then has constant sectional curvature 1) gives E(4) = A(#) = 27~ degf,_ , , as established by Barbosa [2] . He also shows that the total isotropy off implies that the degree off,-1 is even, so the energy is an integral multiple of 4~. Proof. We show that v,,~ = 0 for all a, /3 > 0, a + p > 1 by induction on a + /3. If a + /3 = 1, this is trivial, as already remarked. If 'I,,~ = 0 for a + p < y + 1 for some y > 0 then by Lemma 7.2, r,ry+ i., dry+* is a globally defined holomorphic differential on MO (i.e., a holomorphic section of the holomorphic line bundle T*(r+2qo)M o). But any such differential vanishes (since the line bundle has negative degree). Therefore qy+ i,, = 0. By shifting D' in the definition of qy+ ,,,, it quickly follows that v,,~ = 0 for all (r +p= y + 2, completing the induction step.
Remark. In [ 11, 12, 20) more analytical proofs are given, replacing the topological proof that there are no nonzero holomorphic differentials on a sphere by a Liouville-type argument.
From Theorem 6.9 we deduce COROLLARY 7.4. The assignment of directrix defines a bijective correspondence between full harmonic maps $ from the Riemann sphere MO to CIP" and pairs (f, r), where f: MO + CIP" is a full holomorphic map and r an integer (0 < r Q n).
As remarked in the Introduction, Corollary 7.4 was known to the authors of [ll, 12, 201. 2, a';P,+r,, = 0, so that q r+ , , , is a holomorphic function on C/T, it is therefore constant, and the induction step is completed. 1
Remark. Proposition 7.1 is an extension of the second author's result [59] that any harmonic map #: M, + CiP" of nonzero degree is weakly conformal.
Using the formula (Proposition 7.l(iii)) for the degree, we deduce COROLLARY 7.7. The assignment of directrix defines a bijective correspondence between full harmonic maps 4: M, -+ CIP" of nonzero degree and pairs (f, r), where J M, + ClP' is a full holomorphic map and r an integer such that deg f, # deg f,-, .
E. Higher Genus
We cannot hope to prove that every harmonic map 4: M,-+ CIP" is isotropic. For if p > 1 and 0 < ( d I< p -1, Lemaire [36] has constructed Riemann surfaces Mp and harmonic non f-holomorphic maps MI, + CIP I of degree d. Such maps are not isotropic. That suggests that a natural generalisation of Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 would be that any harmonic map M, -+ CIP" of (degree\ >p is isotropic. That is true for n = 1; but we have no idea of its validity for n > 2.
However, we can give two isotropy results for n = 2: The computation is made using Remark 6.1O(iii), using local lifts over CcM,=CUoo. (ii) If f is totally isotropic, then combining results of Calabi [5, 6] and Barbosa [2] , the energy of 4: M, -+ [RIP" is 4nk, where k is an integer >r(r + 1)/2. Barbosa has exhibited examples for each such k.
(iii) If we demand that the Gauss curvature K of the pull-back metric be constant, then K = 2/r(r + 1). Such an immersion is uniquely determined up to rigid motions of SZr, and is given by spherical harmonics. These maps give the minimum allowable energy 2nr(r + 1) [2,4-61. They are particularly interesting for other reasons as well: By a theorem of Smith [ 5 I], they can be harmonically suspended up to 6 times.
(iv) Construction of certain equivariant harmonic maps M,, -+ S2' for p = 0, 1 has been made by Uhlenbeck [55, 56] .
(v) Recall that for r > 1 the homotopy classes of maps Mr -+ IRIP" are classified by H'(M,; Z,) through d-t $*(wl), where w, is the generator of H'(iRP2'; Z,). A theorem of Lemaire [35] and Sacks and Uhlenbeck [45] ensures that every such homotopy class has a harmonic representative which is a minimum of the energy. By way of contrast, we note PROPOSITION 8.5 . Any isotropic harmonic map 4: Mp + W2' is null homotopic, and therefore is never a minimum of the energy. Proof. It sufftces to construct an elliptic curve E' c GlP* of arbitrary conformal type with degree 5 and 4 cusps (counted according to order). Our curve E' has 2 first order cusps (parametrized locally by z + (z', z')) and 1 second order cusp (parametrized locally by z + (z3, z")). (From the genus formula [47] , E' has no double points.)
We are grateful to M. Ishida for showing us the following construction: Take any cubic curve E in @lP2. Let P, Q be points of E, where the tangent line touches E with orders 3, 2, respectively; denote these tangent lines by I,, 1,. Note that I, # I,. Let R be the remaining point of intersection of 1, with the curve; let S be the point of intersection of I, and 1,. Note that S #R. Let T be a point other than Q whose tangent line passes through R, as in Fig. 1 .
Consider the curve c= (cR,cS):E-+ CP' x CiP', where c,,c, are projections from R and S onto some projective line. It is easy to see that c is injective and that $(E) has a cusp of order one at $(Q) and no other cusps. See Fig. 2 . Choose u = (#R(7'), $s(P)). Note that u does not lie in 4(E), so that we can blow up CIP' x CIP' at u. The resulting self intersection numbers are shown in Fig. 3 .
We may blow down along the lines c,, c2 to give a curve E' c CIP' depicted in Fig. 4 . By parametrizing 4(E) near Q, P, T we easily see that Q remains a cusp of order 1, whereas P and T become cusps of order 2 and 1, respectively. Since the curve meets any of the three projective lines depicted 
Proof
For any d > 2 we can construct a branched covering map w: MP + M, of degree d. Give M,, the induced complex structure, so that IJ/ is holomorphic. Now compose w with the map in Example 8.1.
For 0 < d <p -1 Lemaire [36] gave harmonic non f-holomorphic maps Mp+ CIP', which can be composed with the totally geodesic embedding CIP' c CP". The theorem now follows. 1 E. Maps into Other Spaces CIP" has natural totally geodesic embeddings in real, complex, and quaternionic Grassmannians [8] ; consequently, the results of Sections 8A-D provide significant harmonic maps of Riemann surfaces into these. For instance, from Theorem 8.8 we find that for n > 2 k > 1 there exist harmonic non f-holomorphic maps M, + Gk(C"+&) of all degrees.
F. Maps from Nonorientable Surfaces
Let M' be a nonorientable surface with a given conformal structure, and let p: M-P M' be its orientable double cover. Let cr: M-1 M be the nontrivial antiholomorphic covering transformation. Then a map (: M + N factors through M' iff # o o = $. Say 4: M' + N is isotropic if 0 0 p is. PROPOSITION 8.12 . The classt@ation theorem gives a bijective correspondence between full isotropic harmonic maps (: M' + 63" and full holomorphic maps f: M + 6% 2r whose polar g is given by f 0 o. There are no full isotropic harmonic maps 4: M' --t CIP" tf n is odd.
Proof
Lift a given 4 to M, then d(x) = @(ox). Now u is antiholomorphic, so that W"(X) = ~Na~dUd~x) for all a 2 0, using huB = h o u. Therefore, the osculating spaces B;(x) = i!&u(x)) for all a > 0, so that by (6.11) and (6.8) we find r = s and g(x) = f(u(x)). The converse is similar, using (6.12) and (6.14).
EXAMPLES.
Any harmonic map from RIP* is isotropic. The inclusion map RIP* G ClP* is a full isotropic harmonic map. Consequently, there exist full holomorphic maps 8 M, + CIp* with polar g =So u.
G. Branch Points
Since an isotropic harmonic map is a branched minimal immersion, its only singularities are branch points in the sense of [24] . We estimate the number of these.
As in Section 7A let p,(f) denote the ramification index of the ath associated curve f, of a full holomorphic map8 M-r CiP". [21, p. 3601 ; with their conventions y is holomorphic, whereas with those of [41] y is antiholomorphic. Our classification theorem ensures that for each 0 Q r <p -1 we have isotropic harmonic maps Mp -+ CP-' whose directrices are (y, r). Describe those maps explicitly. PROBLEM. CIP" is a maximal connected totally geodesic submanifold of the quadric Q,,-, = SO(2n + l)/SO(2) x SO(2n -1).
Which directrices df, r) produce harmonic maps 4: M-, CIP" s Q2n-, such that the composition j 0 4 is the Gauss map (up to an automorphism) of an immersion of constant mean curvature M-1 S'"? In that order of ideas we recall the theorem of Lawson [34, p. 1731 (as part of Calabi's classification of minimal surfaces in Euclidean spaces): Let w: M -+ R*" be a minimal immersion with Gauss map yr: M+ Q2n-2. There is an orthogonal complex structure on R'" with respect to which w is holomorphic iff yr factors through some totally geodesic embedding j: Pk -+ QZn _ Z. In terms of complex charts (U, z) on MP we have the following formula for a complex variation of a harmonic map 4: MP + ClP". It is convenient to write subscripts to indicate derivatives with respect to the parameter s or complex chart so that 4, = a'#, dr= a"$ in our earlier notation.
AN ESTIMATE FOR THE
Here R denotes the curvature tensor on T'CiP" and b the pull-back connection on W= #-'T'CIP".
Remarks. (i) The special complex version for that second variation formula has been used by Suzuki [53, 54] ( in a study of pseudoconvexity problems) and by Siu and Yau [48] (see Section 9B). Another form has been obtained by Ishihara [28] .
(ii) The integrands in the third and fourth terms in the right members are minus the holomorphic bisectional curvatures of (#r, (r) and (#,, #r), respectively.
B. Holomorphic Variations
In order to proceed, recall from Section 2C that the induced vector bundle W-+ M, has a canonical holomorphic structure with holomorphic sections v characterised by D"v = 0. Now let u be a holomorphic section of W, we call such a section a holomorphic vector field along 4. We construct a smooth variation @: ID, x M, -+ CIP" of 4, so that For such a holomorphic variation of 4, the second variation formula reduces to a2E"(@) i as as = 'z-,+f, I' R(#,, 4,) &,#:I dz A dz
As a partial converse to Lichnerowicz's theorem (38 ] mentioned in Section 2D, we have Remarks. Siu and Yau [48] have used the decomposition theorem of Birkhoff-Grothendieck to show that there is a nontrivial holomorphic variation of a harmonic map 4: MO -+ UP". Consequently, a harmonic map $: MO -+ CIP" of deg@) > 0 is holomorphic iff Index($) = 0. 
D. The Real Case
A theorem of Leung [37] ensures that for r > 1 any full harmonic map 0: M, + S2' has Index(#) > 0.
